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Communication to the Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee concerning compliance by 

Denmark with provisions of the Convention in connection with fees for appeals to the Nature 

and Environment Appeal Board (Ref. ACCC/C/2011/57)

Dear Ms. Smagadi 

Dansk Ornitologisk Forening, DOF BirdLife Denmark has received your

March 2011 concerning our communication to the Aarhus Convention, which you have registered 

under the symbol ACCC/C/2011/57.

First, I want to inform you that Mr. Christian 

and Mr. Egon Østergaard has been elected as our new chairman. As vice

in the preparation of the first communication and I will continue to be your contact.

Secondly, I will try to answer the question asked by the Committee: 

income in Denmark? 

Our understanding of your question is that you want to know the average yearly 

in Denmark. Economic statistics is not a competence of DOF, but we hav

information on page 16 in the attached report 

national statistical bureau of Denmark

disposable income was DKK 194.000 (EUR 26.000 EUR),

22.000). The disposable income is the income after the primary taxation

We feel obliged to stress that our communication was not related to the 

Nature and Environment Appeal Board

the differentiation in fee structure, which impose a 6 times higher fee on NGO organisations and 

companies than on individual persons.

The admissions for individual persons to appeal to 

generally in Danish laws restricted to cases, where the individual person is essential affected 
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Communication to the Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee concerning compliance by 

Denmark with provisions of the Convention in connection with fees for appeals to the Nature 

and Environment Appeal Board (Ref. ACCC/C/2011/57) 

BirdLife Denmark has received your letter from the 14

concerning our communication to the Aarhus Convention, which you have registered 

under the symbol ACCC/C/2011/57. 

First, I want to inform you that Mr. Christian Hjorth after 23 years as chairman of DOF has retired 

and Mr. Egon Østergaard has been elected as our new chairman. As vice-chairman I was involved 

in the preparation of the first communication and I will continue to be your contact.

answer the question asked by the Committee: What is the average yearly 

Our understanding of your question is that you want to know the average yearly personal

in Denmark. Economic statistics is not a competence of DOF, but we have found the following 

information on page 16 in the attached report Denmark in figures from Danmarks Statistik

national statistical bureau of Denmark. On page 16 it informs that in 2008 men’s average 

disposable income was DKK 194.000 (EUR 26.000 EUR), while that of women was 164.000 (EUR 

22.000). The disposable income is the income after the primary taxation.  

We feel obliged to stress that our communication was not related to the fees for appeals to the 

Nature and Environment Appeal Board from individual persons. Our communication concerned 

the differentiation in fee structure, which impose a 6 times higher fee on NGO organisations and 

companies than on individual persons. 

The admissions for individual persons to appeal to the Nature and Environment Appeal Board

generally in Danish laws restricted to cases, where the individual person is essential affected 
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Communication to the Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee concerning compliance by 

Denmark with provisions of the Convention in connection with fees for appeals to the Nature 

from the 14th of 

concerning our communication to the Aarhus Convention, which you have registered 

Hjorth after 23 years as chairman of DOF has retired 

chairman I was involved 

in the preparation of the first communication and I will continue to be your contact. 

What is the average yearly 

personal income 

e found the following 

Danmarks Statistik, the 

that in 2008 men’s average 

while that of women was 164.000 (EUR 

fees for appeals to the 

ual persons. Our communication concerned 

the differentiation in fee structure, which impose a 6 times higher fee on NGO organisations and 

peal Board are 

generally in Danish laws restricted to cases, where the individual person is essential affected e.g. 




